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AN OPPORTUNITY 
NOT TO BE MISSED

hile this year canceled any predictions made prior and redesigned virtually 
any expectations, there were promising results in some aspects. Frozen 
food sales continued to surge, even as restrictions were being lifted in 
most countries around the world. This might serve as a good indicator that 
consumers are getting accustomed to the idea that frozen has many more 
benefits than they previously knew. 'Frozen is sometimes better than fresh' 
is still something that has to be explained, but this time to an audience that 

is much more open-minded. Traditionally, people looked at frozen as a secondary option when time 
allowed for cooking, as fresh produce was considered to have more health benefits. Although 
studies continuously showed that is not the case, it takes a certain level of involvement and 
availability to take in this information. Ironically, it took restrictions on movement for people to 
comprehend all the benefits frozen food can offer, especially (but not restricted to) its prolonged 
shelf life.  
 
Another instance that helped achieve this level of awareness was the trend toward healthy and 
organic. Most of the manufacturers I've interviewed for this issue of the Dossier, regardless of their 
main area of expertise, say this is now the hotspot. As such, it shouldn’t come as a surprise that 
meat substitutes and in general plant-based ingredients are now widely used, whether in 
convenience or other frozen products.  

 
We should also expect to see other proteins, eg fish, 
take this route. The first attempts targeted dairy, 
then meat, and now it’s safe to say we’re in the 
middle of a major shift in terms of proteins used in 
meals. In the end, consumers create trends and 
manufacturers follow them, so turning to healthier 
food was bound to reflect in final products coming 
from frozen food companies.  
 
Retailers also contribute to this trend, as more are 

creating dedicated areas for plant-based meat, just as 
they used to (and still do) when it comes to bio/organic. Again, this should help sales of frozen food, 
as plant-based meat does tend to have an even longer shelf life than regular frozen meat. All in all, 
it looks like a massive opportunity for frozen food to gain a well-deserved place on every shopping 
list. The question is: Where will the industry head now? Feel free to share your thoughts at 
bogdan.angheluta@trade.media.l

W

N
Ironically, it took restrictions 
on movement for people to 
comprehend all the benefits 
frozen food can offer, especially 
(but not restricted to) its 
prolonged shelf life.

BOGDAN ANGHELUTA 
web & digital editor

COMMENT
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FROZEN FINGER FOOD

MORE 
THAN JUST 
A CATEGORY



rozen finger food has 
been a best-seller for a 
long time, but the new 
consumption habits 
developed since the 
beginning of 2020 might 
just show a fundamental 

change in terms of what shoppers buy when they 
visit a store. Figures are already showing that 
customers start leaning towards frozen: in the UK, 
for example, sales of frozen food have continued 
to surge and increased by GBP221m in the last 
three months (to the week ending September 6), 
according to the latest statistics from Kantar and 
the British Frozen Food Federation (BFFF). The 
growth in sales follows an increase of GBP285m 
in the previous 12-week period from the end of 
March to June 14, indicating that the popularity of 
frozen food has continued to grow despite the 
easing of lockdown restrictions. The Kantar 
figures also reveal long-term frozen sales are 
increasing. Data covering the 52 weeks from 
September 9, 2019 to September 6, 2020 shows 
sales of frozen food reached GBP6.9bn, an 
increase of 9.7% in value, and that volume grew to 
8.4%. In comparison, sales of fresh and chilled 
food increased in value by 7%. 
"We know that since mid-March, more consumers 
than ever have been shopping in the frozen aisle. 
This is hardly surprising, given the long shelf-life, 
reduced food waste, value for money, and a 
variety of food on offer there. These latest figures 
indicate this may be a long-term trend”, Richard 
Harrow, BFFF chief executive said. 
 
CATERING TO EVERY TASTE 
Despite the impact of COVID-19 and the global 
lockdown, the Frostkrone Food Group can report 
a positive balance for the third quarter of 2020, 
according to Frédéric Dervieux, CEO of 
Frostkrone Food Group.  
“Our sales figures are very stable, indeed they are 
even rising, and the order situation continues to be 
very good. We are in the comfortable position of 
operating from several locations worldwide and 
supplying our goods to the trade and foodservice 
sector at an international level. Of course, this is, 
at the same time, a challenging position to be in. 
Our customers have got to know and appreciate 
us as a reliable and very flexible partner and they 
are always pleased to take us onboard when it 
comes to developing and producing new product 
ideas.” For all these reasons, Dervieux is optimistic 

that the company will be able to preserve and 
continue the good results of the last few years into 
the coming year. “We are currently engaging in 
initial discussions with our customers and clients 
regarding plans for 2021. This year is a little 
different as many of our appointments are carried 
out as digital meetings.” 
Frostkrone's bestsellers, such as Chilli Cheese 
Nuggets and Jalapeňo Snacks were particularly in 
great demand at the beginning of the year. 
Through the lockdown, the company experienced 
less impulse buying. On the contrary, stockpiling 
seemed to be the order of the day. 
As for new developments, these closely follow 
the up-to-the-minute lifestyle of the young, 
dynamic and professional target group, a 
clientele that is permanently on the lookout for a 
new hedonistic culinary experience and also for 
variety, Dervieux explains.  

„As far as we are concerned, the sky's the limit 
when it comes to raw materials and also when it 
comes to ideas. We are constantly in the process 
of developing and refining our skills and ideas 
further. For us, the bedrock of all this has always 
been and still is quality. That applies to the raw 
materials and their handling and similarly to the 
subsequent preparation of the food at the 
customer's home.”  
Everything has simply got to be just right when it 
comes to deep-frozen finger food and snacks, he 
says, as consumers tolerate no compromises here. 
The company relies on long-term supply 
relationships and performs both internal and 
external auditing, thus remaining vigilant. Before 
the market launch, all products are also tested to 
double-check their handling, i.e. to ascertain 
whether there might be any issues in their final 
preparation. And the reason, Dervieux adds, is 

N
We are in the comfortable 
position of operating from several 
locations worldwide and 
supplying our goods to the trade 
and foodservice sector at an 
international level; of course, this 
is, at the same time, a challenging 
position to be in. 
Frédéric Dervieux, CEO of Frostkrone Food Group 

F

Frozen food had a lot to gain from an otherwise uneasy situation, as the 
COVID-19 pandemic made consumers turn to eat at home. One of the 
most popular segments remained that of finger food, albeit adapted to 
new, healthier preferences.
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this: the promise that the product makes about 
quality and taste has to be kept, otherwise the 
consumer will decide to buy the competitor's 
product the next time around. 
Frostkrone's new free-from range called 
"GreenDate" has just been launched. “The idea 
behind the concept is this: ingredients that you 
can see and taste – and that are as natural as 
they are delicious. A complete vegetable garden 
just waiting to seduce your taste buds. All the 
GreenDate products are gluten-free and also 
free of all preservatives and flavor enhancers. 
They are not pre-fried, either. And they are on 
offer with a coating or in the naked version,” 
comments Dervieux. 
Speaking of 'free-from', this is a rapidly growing 
trend, which the company wanted people to 
experience differently through snacks.  
“This was how the idea was born, the vision of 
developing products that offer something special, 
instead of just being an alternative to meat. Six 
different types of snacks have now been created, 
which are available in various shapes and sizes, 
e.g. as mini cakes, croquettes, balls, or burgers. 
And there is something in the range for every kind 
of taste, guaranteed. Thanks to the tiger nut, 
which we use as a recipe basis, the GreenDate 
snacks are not only rich in nutrients but they also 
boast the high 'crunch' factor. Since the tiger nut 
is a tuber, it is free of allergens and also gluten-
free and lactose-free,” Dervieux concludes. 
 
A RAPIDLY-GROWING MARKET 
As a supplier of vegetarian frozen appetizers, Le 
Duc Fine Food B.V. has noticed that the retail 
market of frozen snacks and fresh meat 
substitutes was already growing rapidly in all 

European countries. As a result of COVID-19, 
the growth of frozen snacks almost doubled in 
that area. 
“The Netherlands (according to Nielsen figures) 
showed us a growth rate of 23%, while meat 
substitutes showed even higher growth of more 
than 30%,” Le Duc representatives point out. “Of 
course, we saw a big difference in channels. 
While retail was growing, the sales in 
foodservice were severely hurt from March to 
June. Now, foodservice sales are also recovering 
within vegetarian appetizers. Bestselling product 
lines were for sure the cheese appetizers like 
Camembert Bites and Chili Cheese nuggets. 
During the summer we saw a lot of interest in 
our inspiration recipes with wraps (filled with 
vegetarian, natural ingredients) and sweet 
potato fries.” 
The main influencing consumer trends are still 
'healthy' and 'sustainability', company 
representatives say. While good taste and good 
quality remain the first conditions when buying, 
people are more conscious now in choosing 
their food.  
“Influenced by generation Z, the millennials, and 
the emotions concerning COVID-19, consumers 
intend to eat less meat and more natural (plant-
based) ingredients. This flexitarian trend affects 
not only home consumption but is also jumping 
into the out-of-home consumption. To use 
frozen convenience products feels safe and gives 
the advantage of stockpiling. Both advantages fit 
COVID-19 consumption and preparation 
pattern,” they add. 
 
CLIENTS ARE BECOMING SAVVIER 
The clients are increasingly aware of the quality of 
the products in all segments, according to 
Rissolaria Tradicional. “Since day 0, the quality of 
the ingredients has been paramount for Rissolaria 
and is very good to be recognized by our clients, 
considering that fact. The price factor is still 
important, but more and more, the client is 
looking for original products that taste good. The 
challenge and the vision of Rissolaria in the last 
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Influenced by generation Z, the 
millennials, and the emotions 
concerning COVID-19, 
consumers intend to eat less 
meat and more natural (plant-
based) ingredients. 

Le Duc Fine Food B.V.

Photo: Rissolaria Tradicional
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few months have been to reinvent typical 
products of the Portuguese cuisine for a new 
version that can be available to everyone, 
independently from their food diet and habits.” 
With the lockdown and its direct impact on 
tourism and foodservice in Portugal, Rissolaria 
Tradicional has been adapting its strategy to a 
combined direction, with retail as well as direct-
to-consumer, registering good results.  
“We had felt a demand for comfort food and in 
our case, the lines that perform the best have 
been the 'Rissol' and 'Samosas', especially the 
traditional recipes as meat, chicken & shrimp.” 
In the last few months, Rissolaria has been 
adapting and creating new recipes and products 
for new segments and healthier habits. The 
company has created six new lines of products 
(Oven, Nutricolour, World, Kid, Mr. Green, and 
Ready to Eat) in a total of 28 references, thus 
replying to requests received in the last months 
from its clients and partners. 80% of the 
references are to bake, 10% to steam, and 10% 
can be fried or baked. The oven line consists of 
three different products (Rissoles, Pot Pies, and 
Empanadilhas), in a total of 12 different recipes 
from savory to sweet. “Nutricolour, for the oven, 
represents the combination of a new color dough 

with the traditional recipes from Rissolaria. Kid, 
for the oven, is seen as a collection destined for 
this segment, with a special design, storytelling, 
and recipes. World is a collection inspired in finger 
food from other regions: Arancini, Gyozas, 
Quiches with a special touch from our chefs. Mr. 
Green is the vegetarian and vegan line of 
Rissolaria with five refreshing recipes: Rissol 
Vegan sausage with mustard – Smoked tofu – 
Vegan Chilli, Vegetarian mix (vegan cheese and 
ham), and Vegetarian Meat. Ready-to-eat includes 
all the products mentioned above, already pre-
baked, but delivered frozen for greater 
convenience and shelf life”, representatives 
explain. All the products are available for retail 
and foodservice. 
 
QUALITY REMAINS PARAMOUNT 
IN CONVENIENCE 
As previously stated, the demand for frozen food 
products in households has been observed to 
increase amid the COVID-19 pandemic, due to 
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The challenge and the vision of 
Rissolaria in the last few 
months have been to reinvent 
typical products of the 
Portuguese cuisine for a new 
version that can be available to 
everyone, regardless of their 
food diet and habits. 

Rissolaria Tradicional



the longer lockdown period. According to a study 
conducted by UniDavios Market Insights on 
behalf of the German Frozen Food Institute (dti), 
the lockdown caused a third of surveyed 
households to intensify the use of frozen 
products. In other words, the rising consumption 
of convenience and ready-to-eat food products is 
driving the demand for frozen foods. 
Prima Menü GmbH, one of the leading 
manufacturers of deep-frozen ready meals in 
Germany, has always focused on innovative 
convenience products. “2020 started quite good, 
as expected”, Prima Menü GmbH representatives 
said. “Then COVID-19 came up and everything 
was different. The biggest part of our turnover is 
coming from retail and home delivery companies. 
Both sales channels had strong growth, especially 
in March.” Still, they add, it was very difficult to 
follow up with the manufacturing of some products 
that had a growth of over 50% within days. 
“Since May, the situation has been a little bit 
unstable and the turnover is wavy, but we are 
optimistic to achieve the planned turnover for 
2020. It is hard to say what 2021 will look like, 
but we hope for the best.” 
Prima Menü GmbH argues that the good quality of 
ingredients often decides if a product is successful 
or not, but are not sure if this is also true for 
tradition. “There are so many start-ups coming 
along with new ideas. If they can adapt to a current 
food trend faster than a multinational company, 
they have a bigger chance to win the race, even 
though they have a smaller marketing budget.” 
Regarding the industry's trends, the company says 

it encountered 
many 
customers that 
ask for vegan 
or vegetarian 
meals without 
meat 
substitutes, 
like a 
Vegetable 
Curry with 
rice.  
“Meat substitutes 
are very strong in the chilled 
category, not so much in the frozen category. 
The reduction of salt and sugar in production is 
possible, of course. But for consumers, the most 
important reason to buy a product is taste. If 
you change the taste of an existing product 
there is a high risk of losing consumers, that is 
why we are very careful with the adjustment of 
successful products.” l
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If you change the taste of an 
existing product there is a 
high risk of losing consumers, 
that is why we are very 
careful with the adjustment 
of successful products. 
Prima Menü GmbH
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FROZEN PIZZA

IT’S ALWAYS 
TIME FOR 
(FROZEN) PIZZA!



s it is unlikely to see 
foodservice return to its 
normal values anytime soon, 
frozen pizza manufacturers 
find themselves in a unique 
position to educate 
consumers and gain their 

fidelity for the foreseeable future. 
In terms of data, the global frozen pizza market size 
could expand at a CAGR of 3.2% and reach a value 
of USD25.2bn by 2027, according to a report by 
Grand View Research, Inc. Rising demand for ready-
to-eat food, coupled with the immense popularity of 
pizzas among millennials, the young generation, and 
the working-class population across the globe are 
the key factors for market growth. Frozen pizzas 
have evolved as a ready-to-prepare food item for 
small gatherings, as it takes less than 20 minutes to 
be prepared and contains a healthy dose of veggies, 
carbohydrates, protein, calcium, fats, and vitamins. 
Regular was the largest product segment with a 
market share of more than 40% in 2019 and is 
expected to maintain dominance over the forecast. 
The medium product segment is expected to witness 
a CAGR of 3.5% from 2020 to 2027. At the same 
time, foodservice was the largest distribution 
channel segment with a market share of more than 
59.1% in 2019 and anticipated to maintain the 
dominance over the forecast period, owing to the 
increasing occurrence of QSR (Quick Restaurant 
Services) chains. 
In terms of geographies, North America dominated 
the market and accounted for a revenue share of 
more than 35% in 2019. The US and Canada are the 
largest consumers of frozen food owing to their 
higher shelf life and popularity. The popularity of 
such products is so high in the US that the ‘National 
Pizza Day’ is celebrated every year on the February 
9. In Asia Pacific, the market is anticipated to witness 
a CAGR of 4.0% from 2020 to 2027. With the 
increasing popularity of pizzas in developing 
countries like China, India, Bangladesh, and the 
Philippines, the region is expected to remain one of 
the key potential regions. 
 
A VERY DIFFERENT YEAR FOR PIZZA 
The evolution of the pizza market in 2020 has been 
very different compared to the previous years, as it’s 
been affected by the outbreak of the COVID-19 
pandemic, according to producer Svila Srl. “The 

lockdown and all its consequences led consumers to 
buying pizza from supermarkets, rather than going to 
the restaurants and purchase take away, feeling safer 
this way”, Svila representatives said. “We thought this 
increase in sales would just be limited to the 
contingency moment, but instead we found out, at 
the end, that consumers that did not purchase frozen 
pizza at all discovered a new world and remained 
loyal to it. This meant a step forward, since 
consumers that were making their first approach to 
frozen pizza could gain something original and 
premium from us, as if they were seating and eating a 
pizza in a nice Italian Pizzeria.” 
Regarding expectations for 2021, the company is 
counting on a significant growth, considering last 
year’s achievements (+20%) and the new projects for 
expanding the production.  
“Quality, ingredient and tradition have represented 
our working philosophy since 1974. We believe 
these three elements live in perfect symbiosis, 
because there cannot be quality without a careful 
selection of premium raw materials. In fact, for 
instance, if we take two of the most important 
ingredients for pizza, flour and tomato sauce, we only 
use flours that come from 100% Italian grains as well 
as 100% Italian tomatoes.” According to the 
company, both in the selection of the ingredients and 
throughout the whole process, Svila follows quality 

standards to ensure the 
greatest food safety and 
hygiene to safeguard its 
consumers. “All the 
above respecting the 
tradition of making the 
pizza using the same 
method of the expert 
and 'bravo pizzaiolo', 

N
What we encountered in recent 
months is a growing trend of 
those markets that, until some 
time ago, were considered to be 
niche markets, such as vegan, 
vegetarian, multi-grain, whole 
meal, and organic. 
Svila Srl 

A

Frozen pizzas have gained momentum this year, as restrictions imposed 
around the world had a deep impact on consumers’ eating habits. The 
inability to go out and dine has helped frozen food, and frozen pizza, in 
particular, sees a spike in sales. At the same time, the industry has 
witnessed an accelerated trend towards plant-based and organic 
toppings, although this should not come as a surprise.
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achieved by leavening the dough for 24 +1 hours, 
cutting it in dough balls, stretching the pizza base by 
hands and stone baking it”, representatives add. 
“What we encountered in recent months is a 
growing trend of those markets that, until some time 
ago, were considered to be niche markets, such as 
vegan, vegetarian, multi grain, whole meal, and 
organic,” Svila points out. “We are producing 
important volumes of vegan pizzas where the 
topping is not made of simple ingredients, but rich 
toppings that not only have cheese substitutes but 
also meat substitutes. We are transferring the 
conventional pizza toppings into vegan. We 
experienced also a high demand of PINSA ROMANA 
made with different flours as a reply to the multi 
grain requests.” 
While the US and the UK have always been 
important markets for Svila, representatives also 
mention the company’s expansion into the Middle 
East, with tailor-made products for this area, 
together with Japan, Hong Kong, and Russia. “Let's 
not leave aside European countries such as Greece, 
Germany, Switzerland, Spain, Poland, and France. We 
are also expanding in South America. Our plans are 
to consolidate the current markets and conquer new 

areas such as Australia, Canada, China, India, and 
Korea where we do not have a stable presence”, Svila 
representatives conclude. 
 
TURNING TO PLANT-BASED TOPPINGS 
One Planet Pizza has gained notoriety through its 
plant-based offerings, also focusing on having a low 
carbon footprint. The company's range of classic 
plant-based pizzas has experienced growth of 80% 
in 2020, compared to 2019. “Some of this has come 
from growth in our traditional independent health 
store market, but most has come from exports and 
our own direct-to-consumer (D2C) channel, which 
we launched in January 2020. Next year we are 
forecasting similar growth”, Mike Hill, joint director 
at One Planet Pizza said. “We know that the frozen 
sector has benefitted from the lockdown situation 
in the UK, and the premium/specialty end of the 
market seems to be a key component of this. 
More innovation and unusual twists are planned 
for next year, as well as further expansion of our 
D2C offering, perhaps into Germany and 
the Netherlands.” 
One Planet Pizza’s key export countries are the 
Netherlands, Cyprus, and Greece, with pizzas being 
listed in the Jumbo market chain, both in store and 
online. The company’s targets for early next year 
are new distribution deals for Germany and 
Scandinavia. This will be followed later in 2021 by 
deals for southern Europe, focusing on Spain and 
Portugal. These are the European markets with the 
fastest growing plant-based food markets, 
according to Mike Hill. 
“In recent months we have found that the greatest 
demand has been for our newer, more indulgent 
flavors, The Mexicana and The Meatless Farm 
Cheezeburger Pizza,” said Joe Hill, director at One 
Planet Pizza. These flavors, he points out, are more 
modern alternatives to meat-based pizzas, with 
toppings such as plant-based burger chunks and 
ground Chorizo. “We are finding that more and more 
customers are looking for plant-based alternatives to 
traditional cheesy and meaty pizzas which will 
naturally be lower in fat, salt, and calories but still 
offer those strong, bold flavors and textures they are 
craving. We have found a rising demand for flavors 
that are spicy, smoky, and meaty above all else. Our 
customers are responding especially well to new 
flavors that have never been seen before (especially 
in the vegan sector), such as our recent curry pizza, 
the Masala Tempehtation , which is a limited-edition 
collaboration with Better Nature.” l

3.2% 
is the 
expected 
CAGR for 
frozen pizza 
from 2020 
to 2027.

q
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We know that the frozen sector 
has benefitted from the lockdown 
situation in the UK, and the 
premium/specialty end of the 
market seems to be a key 
component of this. 

Mike Hill, One Planet Pizza 
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TECHNOLOGY

INNOVATION 
IS KEY IN 
FROZEN FOOD 
TECHNOLOGY

The technology used by 
frozen food 
manufacturers is 
increasingly accurate, 
assuring that the final 
product is almost 
flawless. Using the latest 
innovation to develop 
better machines has now 
become a standard that 
manufacturers will find 
extremely appealing.



he rising demand for frozen 
food will also compel 
technology companies to 
get even better results, 
when it comes to quality, 
speed, and output. 
Whether it’s sorting, 

cutting, or freezing, the level of newly-developed 
solutions seems to have reached new heights. 
 
SORTING MACHINES: 
GETTING THE BEST RESULTS  
Referring to sustainability means discussing the 
highest yield possible for any raw product quality, 
Frank De Brauwer, IQF expert within TOMRA Food 
points out. “An efficient line layout and the right place 
to put one or two TOMRA Food sorting machines will 
facilitate the efficient removal of different kinds of 
defects. Some defects are much easier to remove by a 
sieve or another mechanical device; others can only 
be seen by a sorting machine.” 
“Evaluating the entire processing line can sometimes 
significantly influence the sorting requirements and 
will result in a more optimized sorting. TOMRA Food 
offers a wide range of technologies to match the 
customer’s needs to make the complete processing 
line more efficient in terms of food quality and yield. 
Our company continues to dynamically drive the 
development of more reliable and innovative sensors, 
further enhancing the customer’s process, such as 
camera, laser, BSI+, … It’s all about seeing the unseen. 
TOMRA’s sensor technologies provide the highest 
efficiency, precision, and speed, by working much 
faster than traditional sorting technologies and 
prohibiting even the smallest particles from falling 
through the detection grid.” 
Also, the position of the sorter will play a role. The goal 
and the sorting specs will be different just after the 
freezer or in the repack. “Flexibility is also a feature 
that most of the companies need. We work with 

natural products, so the raw vegetables and fruits are 
not always like consumers want them. Weather, heat, 
harvest methods will influence the raw product 
quality, but the final product quality still needs to have 
the same specs.” Depending on the focus of the 
customer, TOMRA can offer different systems. The 
Blizzard, Helius, and Nimbus are today the standard in 
an IQF line to ensure the right task, according to 
TOMRA’s expert. 
 
USING SORTERS AS SAFETY DEVICES 
Historically, optical sorters have been deployed as 
safety devices, however, in the last few years a clear 
desire to also use them as an information device has 
been developing, Bühler experts say. Nowadays, an 
increasing number of users are finding the data the 
optical sorters can extract from the processing line to 
be invaluable, enabling finer tuning of yields and 
efficiencies. The user can access information such as 
quantities, quality levels, and capacities regarding the 
good product and the reject stream. Furthermore, the 
machine condition is continuously monitored and in 
critical cases, push-up alarms or notifications can be 
employed. As such, optical sorters are being 
developed from standalone solutions to complete 
“sorting stations” as an integral part of the production 
plant, fully integrated with the customer’s systems. 
“Our platforms, the Sortex FA range, and the Sortex E 
range can be customized with various technologies, 
according to a customer’s specific needs. We offer a 
flexible configuration from one to three chutes. All 
strategic technologies are tailored for frozen fruit and 
vegetable applications and offer the highest yield in 
the market.” 
An optical sorter from Bühler Sortex acts as a 
safety gate before packaging any frozen fruits or 
vegetables. They are typically installed after the 
freezer in processing lines, or for companies who 
mix and repackage, optical sorting is employed 
before the product is made ready for shipping. 
Ultimately, the requirements of an optical sorter 
are to meet consumer demands for the highest 
product standards, free from any foreign bodies, 
with zero tolerance, according to the company. 
In terms of foreign materials, Bühler’s optical sorters, 

T
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N
We tailor all of our different 
technologies to the needs of 
the customer.  

                Frank De Brauwer, TOMRA Food

N
Our platforms, the Sortex FA range, and 
the Sortex E range can be customized 
with various technologies, according to a 
customer’s specific needs. 

Bühler
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manufactured under the Sortex brand, can detect all 
types of foreign bodies, including the most dangerous 
ones such as glass, stones, snails as well as extraneous 
vegetable matter (EVM). “The industry benchmarks 
are rising as customers are asking for 100% perfect 
quality` products with no leeway, however, with 
traditional blanching processes some defects do not 
become apparent until after freezing. Thus, it is not 
until after freezing that an optical sorter will be 
maximally efficient and its impact on quality the 
greatest. This is particularly true with regards to 
dangerous objects such as glass, stones and plastics of 
just a few millimeters in size. What makes it even 
harder is that all FM needs to be detected within a 
fraction of a second, as the push to run at greater 
throughputs gets higher and higher. Processors who 
run their product on high capacities with up to 20 tons 
at one time are now no longer the outliers. At the 
other end of the spectrum, when the product has 
already been pre-cleaned, it has low contamination 
levels but still needs to be sorted; in these cases, our 
Sortex solutions are renowned for being able to 
successfully find the needle in the haystack.” 
 
CUTTING EQUIPMENT: FINDING 
NICHES IN DIFFERENT MARKETS 
New machines and recent innovations from 
Urschel include the new DiversaCut 2110A® with 
Conveyor Dicer (DCACV) and the 
MicroAdjustable® SL-14 and SH-14 cutting heads. 
These heads are interchangeable with standard 8-
station heads on the Model CC series machines, 
including the USDA, accepted CCX-D. The CCX-D 
is now available with an 80 cm diameter cutting 
zone to keep up with the increased capacity 
afforded with the new SH-14 head. All 
MicroAdjustable cutting heads feature 14 cutting 
stations to equal nearly twice the capacity of the 

standard 8. Customers also benefit from the quick 
changeover of knives due to the quick-clamping 
Urschel design. 
“Oftentimes, a machine is designed for a specific 
market, and finds a niche in another, so I will 
mention the new TranSlicer® 2520 Cutter 
(TRS2520). We previewed the prototype for this 
machine and the DCACV at FruitLogistica. Both are 
now official machines. The TRS2520 is marketed to 
the fresh-cut salad industry with advanced 
sanitation,” Mike Jacko, VP of Applications & New 
Product Innovation at Urschel says. 
In terms of sales, the DiversaCut line continues to 
dominate the market, according to the Urschel 
representative. “The large DiversaCut 2110A® 
Dicer, the Sprint 2® Dicer, and the DiversaCut 
Sprint® Dicer all continue to be top sellers. Now, 
with the addition of the DiversaCut 2110A with 
built-in conveyor, the line is growing even 
stronger,” stated Jacko. 
The different models in this line meet the needs of 
different processors. It enables low- and high-
volume lines alike to process at their full potential. 
The myriad of products and the styles and cut sizes 
appeal to all types of processors. The line is built on 
several commonly shared parts. It’s common to 
effectively reduce tempered below freezing 
products, or fruits, vegetables, and meats will get 
IQF or conventionally frozen like French fries, 
diced/sliced carrots, green beans, broccoli just to 
name a few. The machines are sold to process a 
wide range of ready-to-prepare meals and other 
options sold in the frozen food aisle. 
“For Urschel, whether a product will be cut 
tempered-frozen or fresh, as the global leader in 
food cutting technology, we offer companies the 
expertise, so they are confident with the cutting 
solutions we recommend. Every application should 
be looked at uniquely. Customer end goals remain 
the priority,” according to Jacko. 
 
ENSURING FINAL PRODUCT 
QUALITY AND SAFETY 
On the wet end of a frozen food production line, 
the primary objective of the sorter is to remove 
foreign material (FM) and defects before consuming 
the energy to process and freeze. After freezing, 
immediately before packaging, the primary 
objective of sorting is to ensure final product quality 
and safety. At the same time, a sorter improves 
product quality by removing FM and defects, it 
should help maximize yield by reducing false rejects. 
As such, Information Analytics is the next wave in 
digital sorting, according to Marco Azzaretti, 
director of marketing at Key Technology. With it, 
processors can use a digital sorter to sort, while 
simultaneously using it to collect, analyze and share 
big data across the processor’s enterprise via an 
OPCUA-compliant infrastructure. Data about the 
sorting process and about every object flowing 
through the sorter, whether the data is used to 
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The large DiversaCut 2110A® Dicer, the 
Sprint 2® Dicer, and the DiversaCut 
Sprint® Dicer all continue to be top sellers.   

Mike Jacko, Urschel
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make sort decisions or not, is available to reveal 
patterns, trends, and associations to optimize 
processes upstream and downstream of the sorter. 
With Information Analytics, the sorter is as much an 
information center for the customer enterprise, as it 
is a quality grading system. “On the wet end, our 
belt-fed VERYX can be tailored with top- and 
bottom-mounted laser scanners and color cameras 
to sustainably achieve all-sided surface inspection 
with in-air viewing,” Azzaretti points out. 
For frozen products, Key Technology’s chute-fed 
VERYX takes up less space and has no moving 
parts. Immediately before packaging, where final 
product quality depends on the sorter’s 
performance, the sorter can be equipped with Pixel 
Fusion® technology, which combines pixel-level 
input from multiple laser scanners and color 
cameras to create a unique ‘signature’ for each type 
of substance in the product stream. Pixel Fusion 
improves FM and defect removal while virtually 
eliminating false rejects to maximize product quality 

and yield. “Most FM from the field, such as rocks 
and dirt, is removed by mechanical systems, so 
downstream digital sorters can focus on FM that is 
inadvertently introduced during production, either 
from faulty equipment upstream or careless 
operators”, Azzaretti concludes. 
 
ACCURATE WEIGHING OF SMALL, 
FRAGILE CONVENIENCE FOOD 
The Newtec 2008PCM Mini Weigher has become 
a popular choice for accurate, high-speed weighing 
of a range of processed food products, such as 
fresh and dried fruit, snacks and small frozen 
foods. Newtec has been a leading manufacturer of 
weighing, sorting and packing equipment since the 
1970s. When the company and its partner JASA 
realized the demand for a weighing machine that 
could gently handle multiple portions of small 
processed food products and combine them in a 
ready-to-eat package, Newtec’s mechanical 
engineer and Head of Construction Department, 
Bo Zierau immediately got involved with the 
project. High speed, small portions, small products, 
gentle handling and an easy-to-clean system had 
been identified by Newtec and JASA as the 
customer’s key priorities for the new machine. 
“We found out that we could downscale each part 
of the existing Newtec weighing technology. 
Finding the space for a narrower weighing system 
itself was actually pretty complicated,” says Zierau. 
“Also making it cleanable so it can be taken apart 
and cleaned part for part was a challenge. But we 
did it and were quickly ready in Holland with two 
weighing lines consisting of four plus two 
integrated weighing machines”. The machine’s high 
weighing accuracy ensures a minimum of 0.4% 
giveaway and has completely transformed 
production for the customer, which had originally 
been putting the trays together by hand. 
Expanding into the fresh produce sector and 
developing the Mini Weigher 2008PCM has 
represented a completely new venture for Newtec, 
and one that presented a unique set of 
advantages. “Many of our standard programs are 
for bigger products and bigger portions, so this is a 
compact machine with a smaller footprint,” 
explains Zierau. “It can make small portions that 
can be combined with each other line by line. 
Quick dismantling and assembly of weigh pans, 
vibrator chutes and funnels make it easy to get 
access to cleaning and service without using tools. 
The Mini Weigher’s low product drop height 
ensures the gentle processing of the small, fragile 
fruits such as berries, even at high speeds.” 
With the machine’s flexibility to operate 
standalone or connected to other Mini Weighers 
along with the ability to process a wide range of 
food products, the small weighing machine was 
quickly in high demand as far away as South 
Korea, where it was sold through Newtec’s South 
Korean dealer K2-System Eng. 
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For frozen products, Key Technology’s 
chute-fed VERYX takes up less space and 
has no moving parts.  

Marco Azzaretti, Key Technology
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Many of our standard programs are for 
bigger products and bigger portions, so this is 
a compact machine with a smaller footprint.   

                      Bo Zierau, Newtec



IMPROVING CUTTING EFFICIENCY 
AND OPTIMIZING SLICE QUALITY 
Frozen food processors need cutting equipment which 
guarantees continuous reliability at the highest 
capacity, FAM experts say. In January, the company 
has launched a new V-belt slicing machine: the FAM 
Volantis™. The machine can be fed manually or by any 
feeding system provided that this system feeds the 
product to the machine evenly. The wide infeed 
channel will align long, slender products towards the 
slicing wheel. Two key elements linked to this new 
machine are the improved cutting efficiency and the 
optimized slice quality. “This machine can be easily 
integrated in production lines due to its two versions: 
the short one and a long version with a more than 2 
meters long infeed section.” The FAM Volantis™ V-belt 
slicer is designed to reduce the total cost of ownership 
while increasing productivity. Improved hygiene and 
cleaning access, reduction of wear parts, easy-to-
replace feed belts are a few examples of it. 
“The FAM Tridis™ dicer range is one of our bestsellers, 
with the FAM Tridis™ 240 and the FAM Tridis™ 180. 
The FAM Tridis™ 240 is a tridimensional dicer, 
designed for the very demanding frozen vegetable & 
fruit industry. It is the 'go-to' machine when it comes to 
highest capacity requirements (i.e. 24/7 production).  
Perfecting the product flow has led to excellent cut 
quality and yield, with fewer slivers and fines”, company 
experts explain. “The FAM Tridis™ 180 is specifically 
designed to help processors of fresh vegetables and 
IQF vegetables and fruits to reach perfect cut quality at 
medium-high volumes. This version of the Tridis comes 
with all the benefits of the Tridis 240 but in a smaller 
footprint. The FAM Tridis™ 180 is capable of accepting 
products up to 180 mm in any dimension. This allows 
for continuous feeding and thus uninterrupted 
production. It also offers the possibility to feed longer 
products, maximizing strip-cut length.” They add that 
both machines have been designed and developed 
with different elements in mind such as easy 
maintenance, ease of use, and reduced cleaning time. 
FAM has also developed several different cutting tools 
to match the shapes, sizes, textures of the different 
products that processors need to cut. All the blades 
are produced in-house, and the company also 
provides professional sharpening equipment to 
extend the lifetime of the blades so that food 
processors are sure of working with sharp blades all 
the time. “All FAM cutting machines for the frozen 
vegetables and fruit industry offer sturdy, reliable 
technology, allowing our customers to combine high 
capacity and flexibility with minimal downtime”, the 
company states. 

 
FREEZERS: HIGHER EFFICIENCY 
AND CAPACITY  
JBT has launched its new Frigoscandia 
GYRoCOMPACT® 70 Spiral Freezer which has a 
belt width of 700mm and is more compact than any of 
its predecessors, yet offers up to 20% increased 

capacity. Designed to be both sustainable and 
hygienic with several new streamlined features to 
further eliminate food traps and maximize food safety, 
the new freezer joins the GYRoCOMPACT 700mm 
product line which has sold over 1,700 units 
worldwide. The new freezer is also iOPS-ready to 
enable peak optimization. 
“Customers continue to require increased food safety, 
combined with higher efficiency in uptime and 
capacity. Of course, most industrial freezers are quite 
large, so the need to have food-safe freezers is really 
important when looking at a full food production line. 
One key factor is that the freezing process itself 
doesn´t limit the growth of bacteria on contaminated 
products, but only stops it momentarily. This is one 
reason why optimized hygienic design has always 
been our top priority. Floor joints, reduced overlapping 
surfaces, reduced visible threads and pop rivets are 
just some of the innovations,” Torbjörn Persson, JBT’s 
director of Value Stream and Global Product Line 
explained. “We’ve also seen a clear trend for more 
variation in the products our customers produce, 
which enforces the need for flexible production lines. 
For example, we can now increase the capacity for 
chicken nuggets from around 4,000 kg/h up to 4,800 
kg/h.” Many customers are also faced with high 
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JBT has launched its Frigoscandia 
GYRoCOMPACT® 70 Spiral Freezer 
which has a belt width of 700mm and 
is more compact.  

Torbjörn Persson, JBT
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The FAM Volantis™ 
can be fed manually 
or by any feeding 
system, provided that 
it feeds the product to 
the machine evenly.  

FAM
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investment costs if they are planning 
to build new production facilities, 
Persson said, so their aim is how to 
put more capacity into their existing 
buildings. Designed for production 
rates of between 1.5 and 5 tons per 
hour, the freezer can be utilized for 
existing frozen food applications, while also having 
benefits for plants with space constraints, as its 
headroom has been reduced by 600mm. 
 
OVERCOMING LIMITATIONS 
OF CONVENTIONAL DRY 
MATTER MEASUREMENTS 
Dry matter is a key quality parameter of fries or other 
potato-based products. Manufacturing companies do 
not only face legal requirements on the desired dry 
matter (DM) from customers, they can benefit a lot 
economically by having good control of this 
parameter, according to equipment producer GEA. 
A rough estimate shows that a 1% DM reduction 
during production leads to more than a 1% increase in 
profit for the company. As the production process is 
very complicated and can be influenced by process 
parameters and raw material variability, it is not 
feasible to have a constant moisture content of the 
fries with constant production settings. The current 
quality control requires the human involvements and 
takes 20 minutes before results are known which 
makes it impossible to adjust the production process 
in real-time (an extra 40 min delay). Therefore, an 
inline moisture sensor that real-time feedback is ideal 
for these companies. To address these issues, GEA has 
come up with Aquantis MicroDry, a solution for inline 
measurement of product dry matter. The technology, 
based on electromagnetic waves has been developed 
by Aquantis company who is GEA partner for 
Callifreeze sensor manufacturing. 
The MicroDry is made from polished stainless steel 
and food-grade plastic materials. The sensor emitter 
dips slightly into the fries to ensure detection with the 
highest accuracy. Very similar to the Callifreeze, an 
inline measurement of product frozen condition and 
freezer control system launched by GEA in 2019, the 
Microdry dry matter sensor emits a very low power 
microwave. As the wave penetrates through the 
product, water absorbs part of the energy. The energy 
loss as a result of moisture content is further 
processed to determine the dry matter content of the 

product. With the help of additional peripheral 
sensors, the Microdry can determine the dry matter 
content of fries with an accuracy of 1 %. According to 
GEA, the Microdry has the following advantages: high 
penetration - as the microwave emitted penetrates 
the entire layer of fries, it guarantees that both the 
surface and the core of the fries are measured; non-
stop, real-time measurement results on the dry matter 
content; and the fact that it propagates through a 
volume of the fries, which makes the sample volume 
very representative. 
 
INNOVATIONS IN 
BLANCHING TECHNOLOGY 
One of the main innovations introduced in Octofrost’s 
blanching technology is improving the reuse of energy 
in the blanching cycle. This innovation has been driven 
by customers’ goal of operating energy-efficient 
equipment and decreasing production costs. Another 
important innovation is the introduction of the 
automated cleaning and defrosting cycle in the 
OctoFrost IQF freezer. “In a world where food safety is 
paramount and manual work has to be decreased to a 
minimum, OctoFrost is trying to offer its customers a 
food-safe IQF tunnel which requires as little manual 
handling as possible while shortening the defrost time 
and increasing productivity,” representatives say.  
However, for the past three years OctoFrost has 
expanded its business and expertise in other thermal 
treatment processes such as cooking, blanching, and 
chilling. The company says interest and demand for 
the OctoFrost IF blanchers, cookers, and chillers are 
growing with each year as the company is establishing 
its strong position on this new 
segment. l
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OctoFrost is trying to offer its customers 
a food-safe IQF tunnel which requires as 
little manual handling as possible.  

Octofrost
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GEA has come up with Aquantis 
MicroDry, a solution for inline 
measurement of product dry matter.  

GEA
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BAKERY & PASTRY

UNDERSTANDING 
CONSUMERS' 
EXPECTATIONS

The frozen bakery and pastry market 
is yet another to follow its consumers' 
desire for healthier, cleaner products.



he global frozen bakery 
market has been steadily 
growing for the last few 
years, with estimated 
placing the value at around 
USD17.4bn, according to 
research company 

Marketsandmarkets. Frozen bakery products witness 
high demand as people prefer investing in ready-to-
bake products, which are easy to prepare and 
time-saving. Also, a significant increase in demand for 
processed food products due to a shift in consumer 
preference for baked products is a key factor that is 
projected to drive the global market growth. The 
increase in acceptance of frozen bakery is due to 
factors such as convenience, speed of preparation, 
easy product availability, and low costs. The growth of 
the market is also supported by the increase in 
demand from coffee shops and small and large-scale 
food chains. The increase in consumer preference for 
clean labels and organic products due to the rise in 
health and wellness concerns is a key factor, offering 
potential growth opportunities for manufacturers to 
expand their product portfolio, drive the demand, and 
generate revenues.  
Furthermore, Marketsandmarkets experts say, key 
manufactures are focusing on introducing various 
products in the frozen bakery category. Additionally, 
new companies are venturing into the frozen bakery 
segment to cater to the increase in demand from 
consumers, as well as foodservice providers. Hence, 
the availability of a wide range of products is projected 
to increase their popularity among consumers. The 
industrial frozen bakery products sector witnesses a 
faster growth than that of artisan food products, due 
to the change in the eating habits of consumers. The 
trend of enriched or fortified bakery products and 
goods perceived to offer health benefits and 
convenience has encouraged the growth of this sector. 
 
AN INCREASING DEMAND 
FOR FROZEN DOUGH PRODUCTS 
Arabatzis Michail S.A. 'Hellenic Dough' is one of the 
leading producers of frozen dough products. “Our 
consumer proposition is unique, as we produce high-
quality products with Greek – Mediterranean recipes: 
products like filo dough, bougatsa with cream, 
traditional country pies with spinach and Feta cheese 
(P.D.O.), puff pastries, and many more.” The consumers 
demand even more frozen bakery products, asking for 
new proposals. At the same time, the vegetarian 
recipes are part of a trend that is slowly growing, but 
the sales are not yet high enough. “Also, the bake-off 
sector in the supermarkets changes rapidly, with the 
buyers requesting new frozen ready-to-bake products, 
like the ones we produce.” Some of the most 
successful are the twirled pies with feta cheese, the 
spinach rolls, and the big traditional pies, the company 
said. “Our products are for sharing on a table full of 
quality foods among our family and our friends. It is at 
these valuable and social moments that we want our 

products to be served at and excite all our senses. 
For the Greek people and the millions of our tourists 
who visit Greece every year, we want to remind 
them of happy times, old family gatherings, and 
unforgettable tastes.” 
The global frozen pastry market is growing year by 
year, and while this year the company registered a 
decrease in foodservice sales due to the coronavirus, 
the retail market continues to show increased sales for 
its products, representatives of Arabatzis explained. 
What they observed was an ever-increasing global 
demand for frozen dough products fueled by 
urbanization, more women entering the workforce, 
and the new generation's desire for easy access, easy 
to prepare quality food. They are also seeking high-
quality food at the lowest possible price, 
representatives add.  
In 2020, Arabatzis continued its accelerated global 
growth, aiming to reach sales of EUR85m at the end 
of the year. “Global expansion is, and will be the key 
pillar of growth for our company, and for 2021 we 
expect to grow even more. In 2021 we will finish our 
fourth facility, a state-of-the-art factory, and we will 
add more production lines and expand our capacity.” 
As it expands globally, the company says it wants to 
increase its penetration in new consumer segments 
and to partner with local retailers so that they provide 
high-quality frozen dough products. Arabatzis' 
strategy is very simple, they say: “We want to place 
our products where the consumer shops. So, our 
route-to-market strategy highlights that both mass-
food retail stores and foodservice are key to reaching 
our consumers.” 
 
HEALTHY IS THE NEW STANDARD 
The increase in preference of consumers for 
convenience food products is one of the major factors 
that encourage the growth of the global frozen bakery 
products market. It is important for the consumer, 
particularly when it comes to food consumption, as 
these food products help to cut down the time for 
daily chores, Marketsandmarkets experts argue. Thus, 
frozen food products are gaining traction among 
target customers. Over the past couple of years, there 
has been a rise in demand for various types of frozen 
food products, which is attributable to various health 
benefits associated with these products. Frozen food 
products are packed with nutrients and have a longer 
shelf life. This has led to an increase in demand for 
various types of products, simultaneously creating 
growth opportunities for manufacturers in the global 
frozen bakery products market. As a result, different 

N
Based on the investment we made 
in new packaging and creation of 
new product ranges, to cover the 
needs of the consumers, we expect 
to raise our sales in the retail sector. 

Evoiki Zimi S.A.
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food manufacturers are undertaking strategies to 
develop products that cater to the needs of their 
customers. As a result, developing convenience 
products is being considered as one of the most 
influential frozen bakery product market trends. 
Data from Marketsandmarkets shows that a major 

part of the population from various demographic 
segments has been following a healthy diet plan 

due to the rise in awareness on various 
benefits associated with the adoption of a 
healthy lifestyle. Consumers are looking 
out for food products that are rich in 
nutrition and promote other health 
benefits. Frozen food products have 
properties that help to preserve their 
nutrition content for longer periods. As a 

result, with the rise in trends of food 
fortification, the frozen bakery 

products industry witnesses 
opportunities to gain traction 
among health-conscious 

customers and simultaneously 
generate sales. 

According to Ingredion, a leading 
global ingredients solutions company, 

consumers today lead busy lifestyles in a 
rapidly developing society, and their 

willingness to try out new trends and 
their impatience for the next big 
thing is driving rapid replacement 

cycles of consumer products. In its 
„Mind the Innovation Gap” research, 

Ingredion found out 69% of food and 
beverage manufacturers questioned 

believe consumers exert more influence 
on the industry than ever before. 

Meanwhile, 71% said they are struggling 
with the rising unpredictability of consumer 

demand. Bakery producers are responding to 
this demand, as almost half of them (46%) cited 

a timeframe of six months or less from concept to 
shelf. “For bakery fillings producers, intensive 

production requirements, regulations, and investment-
heavy R&D can make it difficult to tackle these 
challenges in a timely and affordable way to beat, or at 
least narrow, the gap between what consumers want 
and what you can offer”, the report states. 
The global pandemic is reaffirming consumers’ focus 
on healthy eating, an increasing trend, with 46% of 
global consumers saying that because of COVID-19 
they are now eating healthier, which will most likely 
reflect in the sugar reduction trend. And as long as 
consumers will be looking for products that satisfy 
their sugar cravings, baked goods with no added sugar 
or low sugar claims will continue to gain space in the 
bakery aisle, with the number of products with sugar 
reduction-related claims almost doubling since 2014. 
“Creating a low-sugar bakery filling will help enable 
you to improve the overall nutritional profile of your 
sweet baked good, but cutting sugar in baked goods is 
not an easy task. When reducing sugar, you need to 
replace the sweetness profile, as well as the bulk that 
sugar delivers, while still offering the indulgent sensory 
experience that consumers love”, according to the 
Ingredion report. 
Leaning towards organic also applies to baked goods, 
as they are among the top five applications where 
consumers want to see a clean label. The Ingredion 
report points out that 1 in 5 consumers find it most 
important to have a clean label option in baked goods 
versus other applications like ready meals or snacks. 
As such, having a clean label bakery filling can help 
companies raise consumer acceptance. 

 
QUALITY MORE IMPORTANT 
THAN TRADITION 
Evoiki Zimi S.A. comments that, due to the COVID-19 
new reality, pastry consumption has grown as most of 
the people stayed at home and took the opportunity 
to cook more. As such, the company's expansion plan 
for the near future is to open more retail points 
worldwide. “Based on the investment we made in 
new packaging and creation of new product ranges, to 
cover the needs of the consumers, we expect to raise 
our sales in the retail sector.” In terms of trends 
emerging in the industry, Evoiki Zimi representatives 
feel that consumers have already turned into buying 
healthier products. “Having this new trend in mind, we 
have already created healthy based products such as 
puff pastry with butter. We will continue this way as 
one of our principles is to use exceptional and unique 
raw material,” they conclude. l
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We want to place our products 
where the consumer shops. So our 
route-to-market strategy highlights 
that both mass-food retail stores 
and foodservice are key to 
reaching our consumers. 

Arabatzis Michail S.A. 'Hellenic Dough' 

q 1 in 5 consumers find it most 
important to have a clean label option in 
baked goods, versus other applications 
like ready meals or snacks.
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ICE CREAM TRENDS

RETHINKING 
AN ALL-TIME 
FAVORITE



s it follows a generational 
trend, ice cream moves 
towards a more conscious 
approach, turning to 
vegan or dairy-free 
ingredients. Even though 
it evolves into bold, new 

directions, ice cream remains one of the most 
sought-after indulgence products. 
The global ice cream market had total revenues of 
USD64.2bn in 2018, growing at a rate of 4.3% 
between 2014 and 2018, according to a 
MarketLine report. Europe accounted for the 
highest share in the global ice cream market at 
35.8% in 2018, followed by Asia-pacific with 
31.9%. What's interesting is the evolution of ice 
cream specialties: the global vegan ice cream 
industry was estimated at USD520.9m in 2019 
and is expected to hit USD805.3m by 2027, 
registering a CAGR of 13.7% from 2020 to 2027 
according to a report titled “Vegan Ice Cream 
Market: Global Opportunity Analysis and Industry 
Forecast, 2020–2027” published by Allied Market 
Research. Based on geography, Europe, followed 
by Asia-Pacific and North America, held the major 
share in 2019, garnering more than one-third of 
the global vegan ice cream market. At the same 
time, Asia-Pacific would manifest the fastest 
CAGR of 14.9% during the study period. By 
source, the almond milk segment contributed to 
nearly one-third of the global vegan ice cream 
market share in 2019 and is expected to retain its 
dominance by the end of 2027. 
 
ADJUSTING TO 'THE NEW NORMAL' 
COVID-19 has impacted both consumers and 
producers and, like all other sectors, ice cream has 
had to adjust to changes across divisions in this  
'new reality', comments Normunds Staņēvičs, CEO 
of Food Union Europe. “But each market has 
reacted differently. Some markets have 
experienced an increase in sales as people retreat 
to comfort foods and treats, and others are 
showing limited signs of recovery this quarter. 
Overall, the ice-cream industry tends to be 
optimistic and resilient.” 
Normunds Staņēvičs says trends are defined by 
consumers' lifestyle, daily practices, and personal 
beliefs, adding that over the past 8 months, 
consumers' need for joy, comfort, and nutrition 
from trusted brands has increased in the fast-
moving consumer goods (FMCG) industry, 
including the ice cream sector. “Consumers' daily 
lives have been inundated with increasing 
concerns and our products can bring comfort 

during uncertain times, provide joyful moments, 
and a kind of 'sweet escape.' When customers 
taste their favorite ice cream, they should get 
momentarily lost in the nostalgia that the flavor 
brings.” For example, Food Union creates a wide 
variety of specialty ice creams with ingredients 
sourced from local small-scale suppliers in 
Denmark. In Norway, there is a passion for licorice 
and vegan alternatives. In the Baltics, the 
company creates modern interpretations of classic 
products. And in Russia, they create rich, 
decadent, and creamy ice creams. “We have also 
seen consumers move towards functional 
products, with a focus on health benefits. 
Consumers are more aware of their health, and 
even in the ice cream category, they are seeking 
out healthier alternatives. This includes vegan and 
dairy-free ice creams, or ice creams that are 
aligned with keto diets. Consumers are also 
becoming more aware of their lifestyle behaviors”, 
Staņēvičs points out. 
This year, consumers preferred playful, rich, and 
classic tastes with regionally sourced ingredients 
in a variety of shapes and sizes, Food Union's CEO 
says. “Consumers have adventurous flavor 
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Regardless of the season, ice cream is a favorite among consumers 
of all ages. Even more so this year, as previously unseen health 
measures meant spending a lot more time at home.

N
We have also seen consumers 
move towards functional 
products, with a focus on health 
benefits. Consumers are more 
aware of their health, and even in 
the ice cream category, they are 
seeking out healthier alternatives. 

Normunds Staņēvičs, CEO of Food Union Europe
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palates and respond well to our new products, 
although classic ice cream is always popular 
across all markets. We also see a growing demand 
for dairy-free and vegan alternatives across the 
ice cream industry. Consumers desire a delicious 
snack that mimics traditional ice cream, but that 
also provides health benefits. There is also a 
growing demand for quick 'on the go snacks'. Our 
consumers are busy and want small snacks that 
are easy to transport and to eat.” 
According to Staņēvičs, the COVID-19 
disruption and stay-at-home-orders initiated 
consumer 'cocooning' across the globe. People 
stayed at home more, cooked more, searched 
for more nutritious foods and better deals. 
However, people were still willing and wanting 
to indulge in sweet treats. The company also 
witnessed an increase in purchasing family 
segments – big tubs or boxes of ice creams – in 
search of a better deal. “Nothing has a greater 
impact on the ice cream industry than the sun 
and warm weather. The summer season often 

elevates people's moods and increases positive 
emotions. This is especially true for consumers 
in Northern European countries, like the Baltics 
and Scandinavia, that are used to very cold 
weather. We expect a high demand during these 
months and we are excited to continue serving 
new high-quality products our consumers can 
enjoy during the hot, summer months.” More 
than anything, 2020 has amplified existing 
consumer trends related to health and emotional 
wellbeing, he believes. „Ice cream in many cases 
serves as comfort food, lowering stress, and 
bringing positive emotions into our daily 
routines. We will continue providing guilt-free 
products that people love, but we also hope that 
more people find the right balance in their lives 
between health and comfort. We encourage our 
consumers to stay healthy while also enjoying 
delicious comforting ice cream. We hope to 
keep our customers excited with our new 
product development, which will include bold 
new flavors and satisfy their desires for comfort, 
joy, and nutrition.” 
Businesswise, the company has enhanced 
production capabilities and invested in new 
technologies to improve its product 
development. They will also continue to optimize 
their e-commerce platforms and delivery services 
to improve the direct-to-consumer relations, 
Staņēvičs says. 
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I predict that in 2021 ice cream 
makers will double down on cold 
chain innovation and explore direct-
to-consumer delivery models. 

Tom Leemans, global director of Mars Ice Cream 

q USD520.9 m 
was the value of the vegan ice cream 
market in 2019.



A RESILIENT CATEGORY 
Ice cream has proven to be a resilient category in an 
unpredictable 2020 and continues to grow, says 
Tom Leemans, global director of Mars Ice Cream. 
“Today, Ice Cream is the third fastest-growing 
category within Treat & Snacks, and Mars Ice Cream 
plays a unique role in the category with our bars 
portfolio. Mars Ice Cream’s offerings bring 
excitement to consumers who want to experience 
their favorite brands – like M&M’S, Snickers, and 
Twix – in frozen formats.” During COVID-19, the in-
home consumption trend accelerated category 
growth, he adds. “Mars Ice Cream is seen as a 
family treat for moments of celebration and 
togetherness; it’s also ideal for movie nights or 
streaming sessions. Trends emerging in ice cream 
mirror broader food industry trends. For example, 
while Better For You and dairy-free options are 
gaining popularity with consumers, others want to 
treat themselves to premium experiences.” 
The company's heritage is in chocolate, Leemans 
argues, so chocolate is always a favorite at Mars. 
“We hear positive feedback from our retail partners 
about the unique formats and experiences Mars 
brands, like M&M’S and Snickers, bring to the 
category.” Mars Ice Cream's global director believes 
consumers are turning to trusted brands in trying 
times. With the pandemic, more consumers are also 
turning to digital shopping across channels, from big 
boxes to the grocery. “I predict that in 2021 ice 
cream makers will double down on cold chain 
innovation and explore direct-to-consumer delivery 
models. We like to say we’re making ice cream hot 
with consumers at Mars Wrigley, and I believe 
continued category growth can be expected”, 
Leemans comments. 
 
PACKAGED IS THE NEW FRESH 
Ice cream, and the entire frozen category, has seen 
a surge in sales due to the COVID-19 crisis. The 
snack category has seen a major uptick for the 
same reason, according to Russell Barnett, 
managing director and CMO of My/Mo Mochi Ice 
Cream. „Consumers are stuck at home, looking for 
comfort foods, snacks, and flavors that offer 
familiarity and convenience amid the pandemic. 
My/Mo Mochi Ice Cream is in a unique position 
because we cross both surging categories - we’re a 
snack that happens to be frozen. We fall into the 
frozen novelty category, and mochi ice cream is our 
proof of concept for the My/Mo Mochi brand. 
When it comes to this sector, there has been little 
innovation but the trends that are emerging are all 
around snacking. There’s a shift toward smaller, 
portion-controlled, handheld options with an 
emphasis on texture.” 
The company's products are now available in over 
30,000 retailers and 3,000 Mochi BarsTM in 
conventional grocery stores. The top-selling My/Mo 
Mochi Ice Cream flavors are Ripe Strawberry, Sweet 
Mango, and Cookies & Cream. The range of 

products also includes vegan and non-dairy options. 
The entire category is surging because consumers 
are freezer stocking, Barnett argues. “Where we 
have seen an impact is with our loose My/Mo 
Mochi Bar business. A year ago, before the 
pandemic, we realized that our freestanding mochi 
bars needed to be updated. We started working 
immediately on single-serve packaging, specifically 
for our 3,000 plus Mochi Bars across the country. 
Right about the time COVID-19 hit, we introduced 
these new single-serve packs which are fully 
enclosed, food-safe, and FDA label compliant. The 
package also reduces food waste in the retail 
environment. As a result of the packaging 
innovation in conventional grocery, we partnered 
with 7-Eleven nationally in the US to sell fully 
enclosed two-packs of some of our most popular 
flavors, moving us beyond conventional grocery and 
into the convenience channel.” 
Barnett states that packaged is the new fresh, and 
that the market will continue to see a shift toward 
packaged items. Also, the food industry has shifted 
toward convenience and this need for convenience 
will continue to drive the market for the next 
several years. “We’re seeing consumers place more 
importance on great quality and taste, focusing on 
food that brings joy, which is great! We’ve seen this 
start to take shape in this past decade with dairy-
free and plant-based products as consumers feel 
better about their purchases. Non-dairy and plant-
based products are here to stay! They are not an 
alternative, and this is something I wouldn’t have 
said five years ago - it is refreshing to see.” l

N
My/Mo Mochi Ice Cream is in a 
unique position because we cross 
both surging categories - we’re a 
snack that happens to be frozen. 

Russell Barnett, managing director and CMO 
of My/Mo Mochi Ice Cream
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Substitutes for animal protein are 
firmly set in most consumers’ 
everyday lives, and although 
vegan or vegetarian do not 
represent recent eating habits, 
they do seem to be adopted by 
more and more people around the 
world. Plant-based meat or meat 
substitutes are already widely 
present in retail and even food -
service, with experts believing 
that there is still a lot more room 
to grow for such products. 
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MEAT SUBSTITUTES

PLANT-BASED 
MEAT: AN 
EXPANDING 
TREND



ccording to the Good 
Food Institute (GFI), 2019 
was a record-breaking 
year for plant-based 
meat, egg, and dairy 
companies in the US, who 
received more than 

USD747m in investments. Global cultivated meat 
companies raised more than USD77m in capital in 
2019, for a total of USD824m in alternative 
proteins. However, investment in the US plant-
based meat, egg, and dairy companies in just the 
first quarter of 2020 was a staggering USD741m, 
almost as much as for the entirety of 2019. 
Dollar sales of plant-based meat grew 18% in the 
past year and 38% over the past two years, 
according to the Good Food Institute. All in all, over 
208 million units of plant-based meat were sold in 
the past year. Plant-based meat accounts for 2% of 
all dollar sales for retail packaged meat and 
approximately 1% of all dollar sales for total retail 
meat (including random-weight meat). And that 
shows that the plant-based meat category today is 
reminiscent of the plant-based milk category when 
it was in its early stages of rapid growth. To be 
more precise, plant-based milk now accounts for 
14% of all dollar sales for retail milk. The plant-
based meat category has the potential to reach 
market share parity with plant-based milk at a 13-
point gain of market share of total retail meat, 
which is an opportunity worth USD12bn, Good 
Food Institute experts say. 
Frozen plant-based meat accounts for 66% of all 
plant-based meat dollar sales, while refrigerated 
plant-based meat accounts for 33% and shelf-stable 
plant-based meat accounts for just 1%. 
"I think it's a very interesting category, we're 
beginning to see very well-defined ranges in 
supermarkets, more and more supermarkets are 
moving away from having meat-free scattered 
within the cabinets and are having a dedicated 
area," Richard Harrow, chief executive of the British 
Frozen Food Federation (BFFF) said. "Again, I think 
the advantages for frozen meat-free is that the 
product has a relatively long life." The plant-based 
trend is moving into all the different areas, including 
frozen pizza, according to Harrow. "Chicago Town, 
which is owned by Dr. Oetker, has a vegan crust, 
barbecues and jackfruit pizza. Aldi had two meat-
free pizzas as well," he points out. "You're seeing 
people moving more and more to meat-free." 
Refrigerated plant-based burgers grew 123% over 
the past year and a massive 555% over the past 
two years, while frozen plant-based burger growth 
declined by 4% over the past year and grew at only 
1% over the past 2 years.  
But maybe the most telling figure is this: 14% of all 
US households purchase plant-based meat, which 
equates to approximately 18 million households. Of 
those purchasing plant-based meat, 60.1% 
purchased plant-based meat two or more times. 

AIMING TO CHANGE THE FOOD CHAIN 
According to Rachel Konrad, chief communications 
officer at Impossible Foods, 2020 was always going to 
be a year of massive expansion for the company, but 
COVID-19 accelerated their scale-up to meet 
unprecedented demand. “In March 2020, Impossible 
Burger was available in about 150 grocery stores in 
the US. As consumers began flooding into grocery 
stores and demanding Impossible Burger, we pushed 
up our launches with Albertsons Companies, Kroger, 
Walmart, Trader Joe's, Target and many more. 
Impossible Burger is now available in more than 
11,000 grocery stores nationwide - a 72% increase in 
our retail footprint in only six months.” 
Konrad says it's worth noting that the company’s 
expansion came exactly at the moment that America 
faced its first meat shortage since World War II. “Just 
as Americans found that they couldn't get animal-
derived meat, Impossible Burger began debuting in 
grocery stores - and people have been trying it in 
record numbers as a result. And our plant-based 
supply chain has experienced zero disruptions due to 
COVID-19; in fact, we've achieved new production 
milestones month over month - a stark contrast to the 
slaughterhouse industry that experienced rampant 
COVID-19 outbreaks.” 
Konrad agrees that consumers are more interested in 
plant-based ingredients than in previous generations, 
but adds that they are specifically buying Impossible 
Burger at levels far above those for the plant-based 
sector in general. “They're buying Impossible Burger 
because it rivals ground beef from cows for taste, is 
nutritious and has a tiny fraction of the environmental 
footprint of animal-derived beef.” In fact, she says, 
Impossible Foods doesn't compete against 

conventional, plant-based 
products. “Our only competition is 
animal-derived meat. Nine out of 
10 customers who buy Impossible 
Burger in grocery stores say they 
are satisfied with the product; 
most plan to buy it again, 
according to an Impossible Foods 
survey of customers.” 
According to Chicago-based 
analytics company Numerator, the 
vast majority of Impossible Foods' 
sales over the most recent 13-
week period come at the expense 
of animal-derived meat. “In 
addition, 21 cents for every dollar 

N
Impossible Burger is now 
available in more than 11,000 
grocery stores nationwide - a 
72% increase in our retail 
footprint in only six months. 

Rachel Konrad, Impossible Foods
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spent on Impossible Burger at 
brick-and-mortar grocery stores 
is incremental to the entire meat 
category (which includes plant- 
and animal-based meat) - in 
other words, Impossible Burger 
gets consumers to spend 21% 
more on all categories of meat,” 
Konrad says. 
Impossible Foods’ chief 
communications officer adds 
the company takes a 'worst 

first' approach to product development. “In other 
words, we roll out products that replace the most 
urgent threats to our planet's ecosystems - 
particularly beef and pork. Impossible Foods fully 
intends to eliminate the need for animals in the food 
chain by 2035. That means we need to make a wide 
variety of products that we currently get from 
animals - including ground cuts, 'whole cuts' such as 
steak, milk, eggs, fish and many more products. Our 
food tech platform enables us to understand and 
reverse-engineer many animal products - including 
meat, dairy, and fish - from plants.” 
The company has set a goal to produce a full range of 
meats and dairy products for every region in the 
world. In January, it announced Impossible Sausage 
and Impossible Pork. According to Konrad, Impossible 
Foods is working on a variety of next-generation 
products including milk and steak, but are not 
announcing the specific details of the product 
roadmap at this time. 

 
THE PLANT-BASED REVOLUTION 
Redefine Meat, who earlier this year launched the 
world's first Alt-Steak plant-based product, created 
using patent-pending 3D meat printing technology, 
says the revolution is just getting started. “Despite a 
lot of technology, plant-based hamburgers and 
chicken chunks still dominate the market. There's a lot 
of brands, but still no dramatic introduction of new 
and game-changing products or technologies. Our 
predictions: small companies – not the big food 
companies or meat companies – make the most 
exciting products for the market; quality is getting 
better (high-end burgers); more companies working on 

cultured meat, but no commercial product out there; 
3D printed meat is a real thing around the globe”, 
representatives say. As of Q4, Redefine Meat has a 
number of 3D printed Alt-meat products available - 
both minced meat products and steak. These products 
will be pilot-tested in select high-end restaurants in 
Israel, France, Germany, and Switzerland over the 
coming months, in the build-up to full 
commercialization next year. 
Regarding this year’s events, the company says that 
there is not a single aspect of life that hasn’t changed, 
and in many cases processes that were supposed to 
take years happened within months. “Such was the 
case with experimenting in food, moving to home 
cooking and investing much more time doing so, 
which has benefited our space in the food industry 
tremendously. But even more dramatic and profound 
than the fact that everyone's a chef, and many people 
don't want to work with meat and opt for plant-based, 
is the matter of awareness and responsibility. People 
all over the world have learned that the action of any 
given person matters, and change in behavior, or lack 
thereof can have an impact on the entire community, 
country and world,” Redefine Meat representatives 
say. “Consumers are awakened to discover that 
reducing their meat consumption and going alt-meat 
is a powerful means to improve the planet and enable 
a better future – something we are all desperate for.” 
 
A LOT OF ROOM FOR GROWTH 
Irish plant-based company Strong Roots points out 
that COVID-19 had a huge influence on consumer 
shopping and eating habits from March 20 onwards, 
and frozen was the fastest growing food category 
over this period, registering +23%. “Within frozen, 
meat-free saw huge increases in spend over 
lockdown, and this continued even as lockdown 
eased, demonstrating that shoppers engage with 
categories that can provide inspiration for more meals 
at home as well as health credentials. Interestingly, 
plant-based products such as Strong Roots grew 
ahead of meat-analogue/protein (33% vs. 23%). 
Strong Roots is growing ahead of the category, at 
121%”, company representatives state. 
Strong Roots argues that there is still plenty of 
headroom for continued growth of meat-free - 89% of 
meat-free meals are eaten by non-vegetarians / 
vegans, and it’s expected that 50% of consumers will 
identify as flexitarian by 2025. “For the total meat-free 
category to continue to grow it is essential that that 
any additional SKUs offer genuine differentiation that 
cater for incremental meal occasions, rather than 
simply moving shopper spend around similar SKUs,”, 
Strong Roots representatives say. They add that the 
meat-free shopper is also becoming a lot more 
knowledgeable: “We will see increasing scrutiny of 
ingredients and lower tolerance of inferior taste. 41% 
of consumers feel that meat-free foods with a shorter 
list of ingredients are more appealing than those with 
longer ones. Consumers will look for more reasons to 
believe in 2021, beyond just innovation.” l

41% 
of consumers feel 
that meat-free 
foods with a 
shorter list of 
ingredients are 
more appealing.
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Like our page and join our online community: 
www.facebook.com/ 

FrozenFoodEuropeMagazine 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Follow us on Twitter: 

@FrozenFoodMag 
We will update regularly on our activities, 

upcoming features and show attendance. 
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Frozen Food Europe
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